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This Tex-MST (Tissue Expression of MANE-Select Transcripts) 
bioinformatic tool provides the MANE-select transcript expression 

information in human normal tissues utilizing the GTEx V9 long-read 
transcript expression information as well as V8 short-read datasets. 



There are 19,062 human protein-coding gene 
records in MANE dataset; and one MANE-select 
transcript assigned for each protein-coding genes. 
For comparison, we utilized the GTEx V9 dataset, 
and assigned the Top-Ranked Protein-coding 
transcript (TRP-Tx) expressed for all protein-
coding genes (GENCODE V26). 
There are 18,083 genes (gene ID) matched 
between MANE and GTEx datasets. Among them, 
13,245 MANE-select transcripts matched with the 
TRP-Tx in GTEx V9; and 3,153 MANE-select 
transcripts are different from GTEx TRP-Tx 
records. For 1,685 genes, the MANE-select 
transcripts were not found in the GTEx V9 
dataset in those protein-coding genes.  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/MANE/

18,083 records with matched gene IDs
MANE V1.0 

19,062 human protein-coding genes



We further classified the MANE-
select transcripts by their expression 

percentages in respective protein-
coding genes; by their expression 

Ranks; by their transcript expression 
TPMs; and the location of the 

protein-coding genes.

Click any block to show 
the gene list table



MANE-select transcript matched with the Top-
Ranked Protein-coding transcripts in GTEx



Basic gene information from MANE dataset

Expression information from GTEx V9 transcript dataset



There are 14 tissue 
types utilized in 

the GTEx V9 
long-read dataset.  

The expression profiles of top three transcripts (Rank1; Rank2; Rank3) are displayed 
and the transcript expression patterns can be turn on-and-off by clicking the legends 
here. The expression level scale can be changed with the buttons on the upper-right side.  



Basic gene information from MANE dataset

Expression information from GTEx V8 transcript dataset



There are 45 tissue 
types utilized in 

the GTEx V8 
short-read dataset.  

The expression profiles of top three transcripts (Rank1; Rank2; Rank3) are displayed 
and the transcript expression patterns can be turn on-and-off by clicking the legends 
here. The expression level scale can be changed with the buttons on the upper-right side.  


